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Spring is upon us, and the weather is getting warmer. One of the good things about living in south
Louisiana is that you can keep tropical fish outdoors during the summer months (in fact, you should be
careful not to let the water get too hot). This will be the first summer that I have kept tropical fish in my
110 gallon pond. I know that several other SELAS members put their aquariums outside for the warmer
months as well. I am looking forward to giving it a shot!
I hope everyone had a good time at the big social SELAS had at the Hilton Garden Inn in Kenner, LA on
March 22, 2015. The turnout was fantastic, there were a lot of good auction items and the talk by
Gavin Moecklin from the Aquarium of the Americas was great as well. We also had a great social at
Kevin Gale’s house on January 18, 2015. Kevin went all out and even rented a spacewalk for the
kids. Turnout was great for that social as well. Be sure to check out the Fun page in this issue for
pictures from both socials.
In this issue, we have two spawning reports. First, CJ Bourg talks about his experiences with
breeding Geophagus neambi. Second, we have a breeding report on Pseudomugil signifier,
which is a fish that is native to Australian freshwater streams and coastal drainage estuaries.
This article was written by Kyle Osterholt of the Oklahoma Aquarium Association. In addition, I
provide a brief history of SELAS, Jim Valenzuela updates us on his travels, and Jay Freire writes
this issue’s LFS Spotlight on Sevenseas Pets in Chalmette, LA. By the way, we are always
looking for article authors.
In other news, SELAS elections are coming up. I hope people that are interested will decide
to run for office. However, keep in mind that there is actual work involved and it is not just
fun.
The calendar is pretty empty right now; however, there are plans in place for more
socials. Right now there is just one currently scheduled at the home of Charles Credeur
in Lafayette. I have heard that Charles has a very impressive fish room. Also, at the
time of this writing, I am waiting for the date to be finalized for the Houston Aquarium
Society auction. Once I get that, I plan for there to be a SELAS auction the following
weekend (probably in Baton Rouge).
Happy fish keeping,

William “Clay” Trachtman
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wo baby discus. I can trace the history of SELAS
to two baby discus that I bought at 50 Fathoms
pet shop in 2001 or 2002. Looking back on it,
they were probably too small to be sold, about the size
of a dime or maybe a nickel, but what did I care. I had a
110 gallon aquarium and already had Altum angelfish in
it; I knew what I was doing, at least kind of. And the fish
were cheap!
Well, over the next few weeks the fish did fine. At some
point I did a water change with water that was too cold
and the two discus died. So what does that have to do
with SELAS?
I began searching the internet for information on
keeping discus, and came to the realization, that I might
need to only keep larger discus, and that discus from
pet shops might not be the best (note: I now find most
LFS discus to be fine, as long as they are healthy when
you get them).
The search for new discus led me to find Chuck Bam in
Covington. He was a breeder of discus. So off I went to
meet Chuck.
As I was looking through Chuck’s impressive fish room,
conversation went on to fish clubs. He informed me
that there were none in New Orleans, or Louisiana for
that matter, and that the nearest one was in Houston. I
kept that little tidbit of information in the back of my
mind, but I really didn’t care about fish clubs.
Fast forward to August 29, 2005. Hurricane Katrina
devastates Southeast Louisiana and I accept a job offer
in Houston. I wanted to get back into keeping fish, and I
remembered Chuck mentioning the Houston Aquarium
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2

2005 Houston Aquarium Society Christmas Party.

Society (HAS). After a little bit of research, I found it
and decided to attend their Christmas Party.
I had a blast at the party, and I was hooked. It was
great talking to all these fish people. There was a miniauction as well as a white-elephant exchange.
Over the next few months, the job did not work out. I
was offered my old position, but it was now in Baton
Rouge. I accepted it and moved to Baton Rouge in early
2006.
Over the next year, I got back into fish keeping. I kept
remembering how much fun the Christmas Party was
and I decided to take matters into my own hands and
start a club.
I really did not think that Baton Rouge was large enough
to support an aquarium club, nor did I know if there
were many freshwater fish keepers in Baton Rouge as
the freshwater selection was lacking at the LFS in Baton
Rouge at that time. It was for those two reasons that I
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realized any club that I created had to include the New
Orleans area.
With a little bit of computer knowledge, I was able to
set up a forum based website, and on July 4, 2007, the
Southeast Louisiana Aquarium Society was born. I
began trolling other national fish keeping forums and
did searches for things like “Louisiana” or “Orleans”.
Anytime that I found someone who mentioned that
they were in the area, I would send them a private
message and let them know about the club I set up.
This recruitment method worked very well. Almost
everyone was very enthusiastic about the club and
immediately joined. Only one person complained and
said that what I was doing was extremely rude (he
ended up joining the club later anyway, although I have
never met him). After nearly a year, had about 50
members, and it was decided that we would have our
first meeting.
We had our first meeting at the Bluebonnet Branch of
the East Baton Rouge Library on July 26, 2008; there
was even a small write up in the Baton Rouge Advocate
announcing the “Initial Meeting of a New Aquarium
Society”.
I called the meeting a “Constitutional
Convention”, as I had found a sample aquarium society
constitution and bylaws online, which I began reworking
to fit SELAS.
Several long time members showed up that are still
around today, including Ray Simoneaux, James
McPherson, and Pete LoGiudice (there may be more,
but I lost the pictures). Two people also showed up
after seeing the announcement in the newspaper. After
all the hard work of putting together the constitution
and bylaws, they were scrapped and it was just decided
that I would be named “Benevolent Dictator”.
Our next major meeting was also held at the
Bluebonnet Library.
This meeting featured a
presentation: ‘Invasive Species and the Aquarist”, by
Tom Lorenz, Ph.D. This talk was originally scheduled for
a New Orleans meeting at James McPherson’s house,
but due to Dr. Lorenz’s cat allergies, was moved to
Baton Rouge.
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Charles Chaisson demonstrates how to build a double-decker stand
for two 10 gallon aquariums at Pete LoGiudice’s house.

I tried to make sure every meeting had a speaker of
some sort. The next speaker was live bearer expert Bill
Allen out of Shreveport. Bill came all the way from
Shreveport to Baton Rouge to give his talk, yet very few
people showed up. Bill’s talk was great, yet I was very
disappointed in the turnout.
Over the next few months, I was very disappointed in
the club, I was almost ready to quit. Luckily, there was a
young girl named Ally Bradley that joined the club. She
was extremely fired up about SELAS and got me remotivated (like all young kids, she quickly turned her
attention away from fish after a short period of time,
but it worked).

Kyte Aymond, Clay Trachtman, Phung Nguyen and Chad
Waguespack examine the auction items at Ken Naquin’s house.
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Bylaws that I had brought to the very first meeting. We
all had several concerns and goals that were generally
the same:





Live bearer expert Bill Allen gives his second talk on livebearers at
Clay Trachtman’s house in 2012.

A little bit after that, Pete LoGiudice, decided to host a
social at his house that featured a pot-luck (bring a food
item). This social turned out to be a pretty big success
and became a template for future meetings. Ken
Naquin also began hosting meetings that featured a
silent auction and demonstrations. Both ideas became
SELAS Social standards.
Soon the socials started getting larger and larger. I felt
confident enough in the club to invite Bill Allen back to
give his presentation again in 2012. It was a huge
success, with approximately 30 people attending.
SELAS success continued on without much change until
September, 2013 when C.J. Bourg decided that SELAS
needed a Facebook presence. This is something that
James McPherson had tried a few years earlier, but
none of us really knew anything about Facebook. In
fact, I distinctly remember telling James “Ok, we are on
Facebook, now what?”
Within approximately 6 months, membership nearly
doubled. The socials were really getting too large for
people’s houses. We were also taking in a lot of money
from donations. Something needed to change. I was
no longer comfortable being the “Benevolent Dictator”
that I was made at the very first meeting.
Over the second half of 2014, I met with several
individuals in the club to revisit the Constitution and
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Socials getting too large for a person’s house
Liability of having socials at a person’s house
Liability for defamation on the website or Facebook
The ability to host a national or regional convention
at some point

After several meetings, we came up with a document
that we all liked and announced that as of January 1,
2015, SELAS would become a non-profit with elected
officials.
We also knew that in order to reach our goals, we
would need more money, so we decided that there
would be different levels of membership, based on the
amount of involvement that a person wanted to have
with the club. If a person wanted to run for office and
be fully involved, they would be a “Full Member” at $24
per year. If a person just wanted to sell items, they
could become a “Classified Member” at $6 per year, or
if they just wanted to participate without being
financially involved, there would be an “Associate
Membership” for free.
With the Constitution and Bylaws written, I was off to
do the dirty work (for simplification, I will just list
below):
1. File an Articles of Incorporation with the Secretary
of State’s Office….check
2. Request and Receive an Employer Identification
Number (EIN) from the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS)….check
3. File a Certified Copy of the Articles of Incorporation
and the Certificate of Incorporation with the East
Baton Rouge Recorder of Mortgages….check
4. Set Up a Bank Account….check
5. Get a Commercial Mailing Address (not really
necessary, but I did not want to have everything
coming to my house)….check
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organization effective September 10, 2015 contingent
upon SELAS changing Article 2 of its Articles of
Incorporation to correspond with those of a 501 (c) (3)
organization.
On January 11, 2015, the SELAS Board of Directors held
a brief meeting and the language was drawn up to
amend the Articles of Incorporation to meet the IRS
request. This was submitted on January 14, 2015. It
was then, on February 10, 2015, that SELAS became a
non-profit officially with the IRS. And that takes us to

The SELAS Certificate of Incorporation as issued by the Louisiana
Secretary of State on September 10, 2014.

With everything listed above done, SELAS was now a
non-profit corporation as viewed by the State of
Louisiana; however, we were viewed as an
Unincorporated Nonprofit Association (UNA) by the IRS.
It would have been fine to remain an UNA as long as our
annual revenues stayed under $5000; however, should
we ever go over that amount, we would still have to file
for non-profit recognition by the IRS. In addition, as a
practical matter, it would probably be more difficult to
obtain contributions from vendors without an IRS
determination letter officially recognizing SELAS as a
501 (c) (3) organization.
With that knowledge, the decision was made to pay the
$400 fee and attempt to get approved by the IRS as a
non-profit corporation.
On November 11, 2014, the application was submitted
to the IRS. After 2 sessions of questions and answers
from the IRS, SELAS was approved as a 501 (c) (3)
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2

Letter from the IRS stating that SELAS is a 501 (c) (3) organization
retroactively effective as of September 10, 2014.

And that takes us to where we are today: a club that
held its first major social event at a hotel with a speaker
from the Audubon Aquarium of the Americas, and is
about to have its initial set of elections. I think we are
on the right track!
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n February 2013 I was able to obtain a single male
specimen of Geophagus neambi (Lucinda, Lucena &
Assis 2010) from James Decker, via Wet Spot
Tropical Fish in Portland, Oregon. James had picked up a
trio in early 2012 and after what he assumed was a
pairing of two of them, he offered me the single fish,
which I was more than happy to take off of his hands.
The specimen was a smooth gold color with long dorsal
and ventral trailers and a beautiful blue pearl scale
throughout the body. The belly area had an orange tint
that extended towards the tail. The dorsal, caudal and
ventral fins were mostly red and exhibit a spotted
pattern. The pectoral fins were striped red and blue
down through the trailers. The body shape was
consistent with fish in the Surinamensis complex,
described as having a lack of facial markings with eight
vertical bars running parallel through the flanks and a
mid-lateral spot located on the fourth vertical bar.

Geophagus neambi is named from the Greek words geo
(“earth") and phago (‘'to eat”). The specific name
‘neambi’ is an acronym for the Núcleo de Estudos
Ambeintais (located at the Universidade Federal do
Tocantins), in recognition of their efforts in the study of
the Rio Tocantins. This species is endemic to the upperto-mid Rio Tocantins drainage in Brazil, South America.
I tried from that point on to get my hands on a few
more specimens, as the lone fish quickly became my
favorite. Learning quickly that the neambi was not the
easiest species to obtain, I soon became discouraged
and accepted the fact that I may never get a chance to
witness their true group or breeding behavior.
The lone neambi was nicely settled into a 125 gallon
community tank, which housed three Geophagus
altifrons Sao Felix (Heckel, 1840), a school of Buenos
Aires tetras (Eigenmann, 1907) and a few L number
plecos. The mix of fish made for a very
pleasant and peaceful tank, with the male
neambi easily being the dominant fish of
the group. The four Geophagus would
school together throughout the day and
stay huddled together when it was time for
lights out. I couldn't have been happier
about the way everything fell into line.
Fast forward to February 2014. I got a text
message from James telling me to come by
his place and pick up his remaining neambi
female. His male had died inexplicably and
he knew how much I wanted at least a pair
for myself. I picked up the fish from him
and acclimated her to the 125. At this
point, the male I had was around 8" and

Male Geophagus neambi.
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2
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the new female specimen was exactly the same size.
She was very skittish for a few weeks, but after she
settled in completely, she refused to leave the male's
side. They started showing the normal signs of breeding
behavior around a month after her introduction. The
male would display himself to her by flaring his gills,
spreading his fins, and fanning against her. The female
would respond by bumping into the male and playing
‘chase around the tank’. I was able to witness the first
attempt at spawning but unfortunately it was
unsuccessful. That's when I decided to take action.

with the tapajos and brachybranchus. Both of those
species would lay their eggs on a surface and after the
spawning ritual was complete, they would cover the
eggs in sand and guard them for three to five days
before picking them up.

I was determined to get these fish into a better
breeding setup, so I used a 55 gallon tank with a sand
substrate, large driftwood stump and several river rocks
with flat surfaces. I wanted water conditions to be
optimal, so I used a hang on back filter rated for 70
gallons along with a canister filter rated for 100 gallons.
I installed a 300 watt heater as I wanted to be able to
keep the water temperature in the low eighties. My
thoughts behind the higher temperatures were that
when doing water changes the new water would be
considerably cooler, thus mimicking the rainy season of
the Amazon and possibly induce spawning.
My experience with other species of Geophagus in my
water conditions had been favorable. Despite my water
being very hard and a pH in the 7.4 to 7.6 range, I was
able to breed Geophagus sp. red head Tapajos
(Steinhaus,
2010),
Geophagus
brachybranchus
(Kullander & Nijssen, 1989) and Geophagus
steindachneri (Eigenmann & Hildebrand, 1922), all
pretty regularly. I had no reason to believe that the
neambi would react any differently to the water they
were housed in.
On June 14th, 2014, as I was sitting in my fish room
enjoying the evening, I noticed the neambi pair starting
to circle one of the flat river rocks that they had been
cleaning for the last day or so. The female then started
to deposit eggs onto the surface of the rock, the male
following behind and gyrating above the eggs. The
female would immediately pick the eggs up into her
mouth and then make another pass over the rock,
laying more eggs for the male to fertilize. I became
worried as this behavior was unlike what I witnessed
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2

Male Geophagus neambi with fry.

At this point I dismissed this spawning attempt as a lost
cause and chalked it up to them just being a young pair
and not really knowing exactly what they were
supposed to do yet.
When returning home from work on the evening of
June 20th, I walked in through the fish room door, and
to my surprise there was a cluster of free- swimming fry
surrounding the male neambi. I was beside myself with
joy! They finally did it right! My assumption that this
species would also be delayed mouth-brooders was way
off the mark. They turned out to be immediate mouthbrooders where the female would incubate the eggs
until the point of them hatching and the fry becoming
free-swimming. Once the fry were at the free-swimming
stage, the male became the primary care giver, thus
making it a paternal mouth-brooding situation. At this
stage the male defended the (See Neambi on page 12)
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he genus Pseudomugil are members of the order
Atheriniformes which also includes the more
commonly known Rainbowfishes such as
Melanotaenia and Glossolepis. Pseudomugil signifier
was first described in 1866 by Kner and no other blueeye was described for the next 45 years. Fishbase.org
currently lists 15 different species of Pseudomugil which
are all found in Australia and New Guinea. Signifer are
found along the Eastern coast of Australia in water from
pure fresh to full marine environments with a wide PH
range from less than 6 to over 8 which proves how well
these fish adapt to many different waters. This makes
them ideal for almost any aquarium so long as there are
no large, aggressive neighbors. They range in size from
about one and three-fourths of an inch to just over two
inches. Males exhibit awesome colors and finnage.
Their dorsal fin reminds me of the Grim Reaper’s scythe.
Colors vary among populations as does their size. The
males I keep have a body color of a grey to orange with
more orange towards the caudal fin. The caudal fin is
mostly orange edged in black with the outermost edge
in white. Pectoral fins are black and mounted high
behind the gills facing upwards. Pelvic, anal and rear

dorsal fins are bright yellow/orange tipped in white with
the forward and rearward edges in black while the front
dorsal is white with black towards its base. The eye is
blue, hence the term “blue-eye”. Females are basically
clear to silver/grey with much shorter fish and a blue
eye.

Pseudomugil signifer © Günther Schmida

Breeding takes place via spawning in plants, grasses or
artificial spawning mops with eggs that have adhesive
filaments which attach it to the spawning medium.
Their spawning in the wild takes place from October to
January although in the aquarium this will vary. Females
may lay one or two eggs per spawning and lay up to 9
eggs per day during the peak of their spawning season
and the eggs will hatch within 12-17 days dependent on
temperature.

(See

Blue

Eye

Page

Males will spar often if present in numbers. © Ricardo Kobe
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2
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y quest to down size my fish
collection has not been very
successful thus far. I continue to
travel to the club's socials and the out of
state fish auctions! And as always, I
continue to buy fish! It started in January
at the SELAS Social at Kevin Gale’s house.
Kevin has a really nice set up. His garage
has been converted into a fish room for
Africans. This social was very family
friendly with even a Space Walk. There
were no speakers, just an auction;
however, thanks to CJ Bourg, there was a
very special guest appearance by the
Automobile Association of America (I
locked my keys in the car).

HCCC Auction in San Antonio. There is a wealth of fishy knowledge in the
front row (well at least the 3 people on the left)

The month of March had a very active fish related
schedule. Unfortunately, I was not able to attend the
HAS on the 19th in Houston due to illness in the family. I
wanted Clay to take notes and some pictures for this
article, but he got sick as well. I will find someone more
reliable next time!
The SELAS club had their first social in a hotel on March
22. There was a good turnout with a very nice
collection of fish for sale. Lots of dry goods and other

fish related supplies too! The club is definitely getting
larger. The club has lots of great information from
talented hobbyists! I just need to pick their brains as
they are all very willing to share their knowledge. The
social featured a guest speaker from the Aquarium of
the Americas in New Orleans, which I thoroughly
enjoyed.
CJ, the auctioneer as always did a great job. He keeps
the auction going smoothly with his normal humorous
style. I wasn't paying attention when the auction first
started. I was picking someone’s brain. I heard in the
background, the dollar amount on an item
was getting quite high. In fact, I had no idea
what item was being auctioned until, I
heard “Sold for $50!” and everyone was
looking at me! Someone behind me had
taken my bid number card and was bidding
using my bidder number! Who would do
such an awful thing? They all had a good
laugh and the culprit ended up buying the
fish for the $50! Ha!
Overall, the club did an outstanding job!
Along with speaker, we were served a very
tasty lunch. It was a good day with lots of
good people.
Great job SELAS!

Gavin Moecklin from the Audubon Aquarium of the Americas talking about the
“Day in the Life of a Professional Aquarist” at the SELAS Social on March 22.
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2
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My next fish related adventure was the Hill Country
Cichlid Club (HCCC) auction on March 29th in San
Antonio, Texas. This is a 7 hour trip for me. It takes a
little more planning. For me, I usually will leave the day
before the auction, drive to San Antonio, and get a
room for the night. This works out very well when I'm
bringing fish. I'll bag fish early the next morning, then
making the short drive to the civic center in Schertz,
Texas. HCCC is another tight group of people that has a
huge amount of fish knowledge. Everyone loves to
talk fish and get their brains picked.
There was lots of fish and fish related items, over 600
items! This club is very strong with fish from Lake
Victoria. This time, there were lots of African cichlids
and plecos. Dave Schumacher, from Dave's Rare
Aquarium Fish as always brings in plecos and catfish for
the Pleco Raffle. Every half hour, tickets are pulled for
the drawing. On the second draw, my number was
pulled! Each winner goes to the Pleco Table and takes
their choice of any of the fish. I picked a beautiful
Hemisynodontis membranaceus. Dave has them listed
at $75. Definitely, made my day!
A couple drawings later my number was picked again! I
was so surprised! I ended up picking out a bag of 2
Lophiobagrus brevispinnis! Towards the end, time for
another drawing! I was asked to pull a number since I
had already won twice. I did, and you guessed it, I
pulled my own number! The crowd went wild, and not
in a good way! I did not dare look back at them. I heard
lots of groans. I realized that I could really only do one
thing, and that was to donate it back to HCCC. When I
did, lots of cheers and clapping (I really was really only
concerned about my car in the parking lot and being so
far from home).
Texas Cichlid Association (TCA) held their auction on
April 19th. This is another long road trip, Dallas, Texas. I
didn't bring many fish for this auction. I did bring about
30 items, mostly dry goods. I always try to bring
something to sell to attempt to offset what I buy (or gas
and lodging).
When I arrived on Saturday night, the weather was
wicked! A small tornado had touched down in the Dallas
area. I was very happy that I had already reserved my
room.
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2

TCA Auction in Dallas.

They had a good turnout. Lots of plecos, angels, bettas,
discus, and African cichlids, including large male
peacocks! I picked up a huge pair of Altolamprologus
compressiceps. The pigeon blood discus sold very well.
Several of the bags had 5 inch fish!
Lake Tanganyika was also represented with bags of
shellies and Juliochromis species. Some miscellaneous
fish that I recall being sold included a bichir, a giraffe
cat, killiefish, and bags of Honduran Red Points. There
were also some very nice show pieces of holey rock.
I am planning to attend the HCCC swap meet June 28th,
in San Antonio, Texas. This is a bit different than the
fish auctions. Seller's reserve a table and bring
whatever they want to sell, with the seller keeping all of
the money. Before the previous swap meet, I wasn't
sure what to expect. I was expecting to have to barter
about my prices, but pretty much everything sold at the
asking price. There was very little bartering.
As I mentioned in the last article, fish auctions are a
blast. You never know what you'll find! Some common
fish, but some are not so common. Buying 1-2 inch fish
can be much cheaper. In addition, you can ask lots of
questions directly to the breeders. Also, I highly
recommend bringing the right equipment to get your
fish home safely. Extra bags, battery pump, seasoned
sponge filters and water conditioner are just a few
items that you should have on hand.
Until next time!
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or this issue's Local Fish Store (LFS) Spotlight, I
would like to show off a shop close to my home in
Chalmette. Sevenseas Pets opened up at 547
Judge Perez Dr. (the old Meineke building). The owner,
Jeff Collins, is both welcoming and knowledgeable, in
both salt and fresh water.
Saint Bernard Parish was in need of a good LFS, and
Sevenseas came in. Since opening, Jeff has steadily
been providing quality service and livestock to the
hobbyist in this area (and other areas). Sevenseas
stocks both fresh and saltwater supplies and livestock.
Some brands carried are Aqueon, Tetra, Fluval, Ocean
Nutrition, Hikari, All Glass, among others. Sevenseas
also sells used setups, for those looking for a quality
setup but are on a restricted budget.
One thing that stood out with this shop is Jeff's care of
the animals. He will first discuss your setup before
allowing you to make an impulse buy. If the specimen
you are interested in will not do well in your tank, Jeff
will either suggest an alternate choice, or he will
possibly offer a more suiting setup for the animal.
Some of the livestock offered at Sevenseas include
African Cichlids, various tropical community fish (tetras,

SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2

Sevenseas Pets in Chalmette, LA.

neons, loaches, etc), as well as some of the more
aggressive tropical specimens. If he does not have it,
he will get it for you in a timely manner. Saltwater stock
includes various coral frags, clowns, angels, and many
other saltwater fish. The stock is always updated and
the tanks are well maintained. Also stocked is an
extensive reptile supply and livestock selection, with
most major brands in the reptile market being carried.

Sevenseas Pets in Chalmette, LA.
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keeping the temperature in the eighties and have been
feeding New Life Spectrum Grow and HBH powdered
food. I perform 90% water changes, twice a week.
After losing all hope that I would ever obtain my
coveted Geophagus neambi pair, I am proud to say that
not only was I able to have a chance to own them but
also was able to watch them in their spawning process
every step of the way. Mission accomplished!

Sevenseas Pets in Chalmette, LA.

Sevenseas also offer both fresh and saltwater tank
maintenance service. Another service offered, is
birthday parties. He hosts parties that are both fun and
educational for kids. They can have fun and be
introduced to exotic species of reptile and other
specimens.
Sevenseas Pets is open 10 AM – 6 PM, Monday through
Friday Saturday, 10 AM – 9 PM, and Sunday, 10 AM – 6
PM. Their phone number is (504) 235-8849.
If you are in the Chalmette for any reason, or if you
want to visit a quality shop that offers the latest
equipment and healthy livestock, then give Sevenseas
Pets a visit.
Neambi: fry ferociously and would not allow the female
to come close to the brood. I had to be swift when
trying to photograph the fry as the male sucked them
up at the first sudden movement in the room that he
sensed. He proved to be quite a good caretaker.
At the time of this writing, there are thirty seven free
swimming fry at three quarters of an inch long. I
decided that the fry were too precious to me to allow
the possibility of the parents ‘going rogue’ and eating
them. When the male became more comfortable with
me being around the tank with the fry out and about, I
decided to move him away using a net and then sucked
the free swimmers out using a hose. They are currently
in a 10 gallon tank and are growing nicely. I've been
SELAS SENTINEL v. 1.2

Blue Eye: I had been looking to find some Pseudomugil
signifier for a couple years but wasn’t going to spend an
arm and a leg bringing them in from out of the country.
In the fall of 2006 I thought I had gotten lucky and
found them on a list from a mail-order supplier in
California along with a pair of Pseudocrenilabrusnicholsi
and a group of Lamprologus meleagris. I was excited to
open the box of three fish species I’d been drooling to
get my hands on. I was disappointed to find a bag of
Pseudomugil furcatus in the box. I contacted the
supplier and let them know the problem. Turns out
they’d just recently decided to branch out from their
normal cichlids and had no idea what they were looking
at. I was happy to see they changed the name on their
website to correctly identify the fish. I also ran across
some Psuedomugil gertrudae in a local fish store in
Texas earlier that year and had not had much luck in
breeding them. The furcatus were a bit easier to spawn
but I hadn’t had much success due to the setup they
were in and passed on my only few survivors to a fellow
keeper who needed more for their breeding group.
In mid-2007, I found fellow OKAA member Earl Blewett
had been breeding Pseudomugil signifier without my
knowledge and had pleasantly surprised me by bringing
a bag to one of our monthly auctions where I diligently
placed my bid and came home with my jewels. They
were more than I’d hoped for. I placed my 2 males and
3 females in a 20 gallon long tank with gravel, rocks,
pottery, plants, driftwood and a few mops. Filtration
was via small HOB power filters. Temperature is
between 78 and 80 degrees
Fahrenheit and my water runs about 7.0-7.2 with a dGH
of over 20 and dKH of about 10. They almost
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immediately made themselves at home feeding on live
baby brine shrimp and Tetramin flakes with occasional
fruit flies. Males display almost non-stop to each other
and to the females. I collected clear eggs about 1.5mm
diameter from the mops and raised them in small
dishes with a drop of methylblu. When the eggs
hatched, I moved them to a 2.5 gallon tank with an air
stone and fed them alternating with vinegar eels and
microworms and moved them up to baby brine shrimp
and freeze dried cyclopeeze as they grew older. At two
months, they had reached between three-fourths of an
inch and one inch long. I lost all but two of my males
due to an outbreak of ick and am hoping to grow out a
group of females from this brood.
I have been very pleased with my acquisition of the
Pacific Blue-Eye and am working towards rebuilding my
spawning group so that I can pass these on to more of
my fellow club members. These have proven hardier
and easier to breed than the furcatus and gertrudae I’ve
kept in the past. I would recommend these fish to
anyone interested in trying something other than the
“bread & butter” fish commonly found in the chainstores.

Breeder’s Award Program
The Breeders Award Program (BAP) is set up to
encourage the proliferation of aquatic animals (fish and
invertebrates). It is intended to recognize achievement
in the breeding and rearing of aquatic animals by SELAS
members.
Most species of fish are assigned points based on
difficulty of spawning. Points are added together and
tabulations are calculated.
In the first quarter of 2015, a total of 130 points were
awarded. We also had a new participant enter the
competition: Given Wright.
James Decker probably had the most interesting spawn
with the ExCichlasoma atromaculatum, as he is the only
person in the US breeding that species. We also had
our first species of tetra entered into the competition,
with Clay Trachtman breeding Lemon tetras
(Hyphessobrycon pulchripinnis).
If you are interested in participating, visit the BAP
section on the main SELAS website.

Current BAP Standings (as of April 1, 2015)
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SELAS Social at Kevin Gale’s House in Kenner, LA (January 18, 2015)

SELAS Social at the Hilton Garden Inn in Kenner, LA (March 22, 2015)
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Calendar
April
Su Mo Tu We
1
5 6 7 8
12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22
26 27 28 29

May
Th
2
9
16
23
30

Fr
3
10
17
24

Sa
4
11
18
25

June

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr
1
3 4 5 6 7 8
10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29
31

Sa
2
9
16
23
30

Su Mo
1
7 8
14 15
21 22
28 29

Tu
2
9
16
23
30

We
3
10
17
24

Th
4
11
18
25

Fr
5
12
19
26

Sa
6
13
20
27

Holidays and Events
th

Memorial Day

st

SELAS Social at Charles Credeur’s House in Lafayette, LA

May 25

May 31

Future Events
July 30 – August 2

ACA Convention in Springfield, Massachusetts

September 4 – 6

MACNA Convention in Washington, DC

Interested in a SELAS T-Shirt? We will be ordering some soon. Let Clay know.
They will be $15 each, $2 more for XXL.
Lots of color choices!
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